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1.0  Explanation of Examination Conduct

1.1  The following notes provide guidance on the main areas of candidate performance 
assessed by the NRI examiners. They outline the standards of performance expected 
in this examination. Whilst they are not exhaustive, they are sufficiently detailed to 
form the basis of examination preparation.

1.2  The format for the classroom instruction examination is that of a “role play” exercise. 
The examiner will assume the role of a trainee driver at the level of ability indicated 
in the allocated lesson. The candidate will adopt the role of the Driver CPC Instructor 
and must maintain this role throughout the allocated lesson. It is important for the 
candidate to remember that during the lesson presentation they are fully responsible 
for setting and maintaining a safe working environment. Should the examiner not be 
confident that a safe working environment is being maintained by a candidate, the 
examiner will terminate the examination immediately and no score will be awarded.

1.3  The time allocated for the classroom instruction presentation is up to 35 minutes, 
which includes a maximum of 5 minutes during which candidates may prepare the 
area for the lesson allocated.

 As technical content is variable it is expected that some lessons will be slightly 
shorter than others. No penalties will be incurred where this occurs. Where the 
combined preparation and presentation time exceeds 35 minutes, the examiner will 
terminate the lesson and award zero marks for any element covered outside of the 
35 minutes.

1.4  It is the responsibility of the approved examination centre to implement adequate 
controls to ensure that any candidate undergoing examination is not affected by 
external interruptions. However, should an unprecedented situation occur i.e., a fire 
alarm then the examiner will pause or cease the examination, record the time, and 
upon restart allow the candidate the choice to restart the complete examination or 
resume the lesson where the examination was suspended. The examiner will take 
into account the break in continuity of the examination and the candidate will not 
be penalised in any way.

1.5  The examiner will not give the candidate advice on technical content or discuss 
methods of instruction.
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1.6  Examiners will be careful to ensure that, during an examination, they avoid “leading” 
the candidate in the lesson presentation. The examiner will not ask questions or 
make comment on a subject area, which may be essential to the objective of 
the lesson and has been omitted by the candidate Instructor during the lesson 
presentation, or include actions omitted from the candidate Instructor’s explanation 
or demonstration.

1.7  At the conclusion of each examination, the examiner will award scores against each 
element of performance, taking particular care that scorer bias, i.e. extraneous 
factors, does not influence the objectivity in marking candidate performance. 
Examiners will judge candidate performance. Scores awarded for each examination 
will not be totalled until all examinations have been conducted. 

1.8  The list of allocated examination lessons are not intended or suitable to provide a 
logical sequence of instruction for PCV or LGV drivers.
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2.0  Explanation of Lesson Content and Performance

Marks are awarded by the examiner for each of the headings detailed below.

2.1 Link (4 points available in conjunction with Revision)

   A restatement of the title or subject of the last relevant lesson. The examiner will  
  consider whether this restatement is sufficiently:

• Relevant
• Complete
• Unambiguous.

2.2  Revision (4 points available in conjunction with Link)

 Confirmation of the knowledge/skill acquired by the trainee during the last relevant 
lesson (as identified in the link).

 Revision of the previous lesson can be accomplished by any of the following 
methods:

• Question and answer session
• Asking the trainee to explain the newly acquired knowledge/skill
• Asking the trainee to demonstrate the newly acquired skill.

 Throughout the revision period, the candidate (instructor) should maintain close 
scrutiny of the trainee (examiner) in order to ensure safety and identify errors. Any 
questions that are asked by the candidate must be relevant, concise, unambiguous 
and of sufficient quantity to cover the key teaching points of the lesson.

 The trainee’s responses must be listened to carefully in order to detect any faults or 
misconceptions.

 The trainee (examiner) must be given the opportunity to ask questions or clarify 
points. The duration of the revision period is dictated by the complexity of the lesson 
subject. The method used is determined by the interval between completing the last 
relevant lesson and the current revision period.
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 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the candidate confirm the knowledge/skill acquired by the trainee during 
the lesson as identified in the link?

• Was the method used to confirm this knowledge/skill appropriate?
• Was the depth of confirmation adequate?
• Did the candidate correct any wrong answers or misconceptions?
• Was the confirmation too long/too short?
• Were confirmation questions relevant, concise, and unambiguous?
• Did the candidate Instructor give the trainee an opportunity to ask questions or 

clarify points?

2.3  Lesson Objective (4 points available)

 The statement of each lesson objective should specify the expected final behaviour 
of the trainee (examiner) when the lesson is completed.

 Lesson objectives must be achievable in the time available and not beyond the 
capability of the trainee at the current stage of the instruction. The statement of these 
objectives should be concise, unambiguous and include the following elements:

• What the trainee is expected to do
• Under what conditions this must be done
• To what standards this must be done.

2.4  Introduction to the New Lesson (6 points available)

 The introduction to the new lesson should inform the trainee why the new lesson is 
relevant and must include motivating factors that encourage the trainee to learn, to 
take pride in their performance, and provide them with a sense of challenge and a 
feeling of responsibility. It should “set the scene” for the trainee.

 The introduction should be clearly expressed and the duration should be adequate 
to the needs of the trainee. It should be an exercise in two-way communication 
between candidate (Instructor) and trainee (examiner), presented in a conversational 
tone.
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 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the introduction to the new lesson inform the trainee why the knowledge/
skill had to be learned?

• Did the introduction to the new lesson motivate the trainee?
• Was the introduction to the new lesson clearly presented and of adequate 

duration?
• Was the method used to introduce the new lesson designed to encourage 

participation?
• Did the introduction to the new lesson “set the scene” for the trainee?

2.5  Explanation of the New Skill or Knowledge (6 points available in conjunction 
with Demonstration)

 Explanations of new skills or knowledge must include all the salient points of the 
new skill or knowledge to be taught.

 They must be concise, accurate, in a logical sequence and strictly confined to the 
content of the lesson objective. The delivery method should encourage trainee 
participation and should, where appropriate, involve the use of suitable training 
aids.

 Where a lesson plan is referred to as an aid to memory, its use must be discreet and 
it must not be read word-for-word. Furthermore, it must not be placed in full view of 
the trainee or used in any other way likely to damage the credibility of the Instructor

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading:

• Did the explanation include the main points of the new knowledge/skill being 
taught?

• Was the explanation presented in a concise, accurate and logical sequence?
• Did the method used to explain the subject include the use of appropriate visual 

aids?
• Did the candidate Instructor refer to the lesson plan only when appropriate and 

with discretion?
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2.6  Demonstration In-class (6 points available in conjunction with Explanation)

 Classroom instruction demonstrations should be preceded by a trainee briefing. 
The briefing should highlight what the trainee is expected to learn from observing 
and listening to the candidate Instructor.

 A demonstration must accurately reflect the skill being taught and be accompanied 
by a commentary which is timed either to precede the demonstrated action or 
coordinate with the demonstrated action. The demonstration method should be 
such that the skill being taught can easily be assimilated by the trainee. The trainee, 
where possible, should be involved in the candidate Instructor’s demonstration.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Was a pre-demonstration briefing given to the trainee?
• Did the demonstration accurately reflect the skill being taught?
• Did the trainee easily assimilate the demonstration?
• Was a commentary given to accompany the classroom demonstration of the 

skill, and if so was it:

a. accurate?
b. timed correctly?
c. of sufficient depth and clarity?

• Was the trainee encouraged to participate during the demonstration?

2.7  Using Appropriate Media Mix (6 points available)

 Course trainees often have different learning styles and may learn more effectively 
through the use of different delivery techniques. Different delivery methods can help 
engage, enthuse and encourage candidates to participate in sessions.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Was there a suitable mix of presentation media and techniques?
• Did the candidate Instructor’s media choices enhance the learning experience?
• Was the chosen delivery method/media suitable and relevant to the subject 

matter?
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2.8  Use of Audio/Visual/General Training Aids (6 points available)

 To further benefit the trainees’ learning experience and to cater for individual 
learning requirements, audio, visual and general training aids can provide an 
added dimension to classroom instruction. Such training aids enable trainees to 
visualise subject matter within the confines of a classroom environment.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the Instructor incorporate training aids into the lesson?
• Were the training aids used suitable and relevant to the subject matter?
• Did the training aids used enhance the trainees’ learning experience?
• Did the Instructor explain the content and relevant elements of any audio/visual 

material before it was shown?

2.9  Sequence of Delivery/Instruction in Stages (4 points available)

 To enable the trainee to retain the information, classroom instruction should be 
delivered in a methodical and sequential fashion. Additionally, breaking the lesson 
down into stages will assist the trainee to remember the information in a “bite-sized” 
format.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Was the lesson delivered in a logical sequence?
• Did the Instructor deliver the lesson in stages?
• Was the lesson split at the most appropriate point(s)?
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2.10  Confi rmation (6 points available)

 Confirmation must be used by the candidate Instructor whenever appropriate within 
the lesson structure. Confirmation can consist of either a question-and-answer 
session or observed trainee demonstration of the skill taught.

 Any confirmation questions asked must be relevant, concise and unambiguous, and 
they should be sufficient in quantity to cover all the key teaching points of the lesson. 
The trainee’s responses must be listened to carefully in order to detect any faults 
or misconceptions. Trainees must also be given the opportunity to ask questions or 
clarify points.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the candidate Instructor confirm the trainee’s newly acquired knowledge/
skill at appropriate times?

• Was the method used to confirm knowledge/skill appropriate?
• During confirmation, did the candidate Instructor address any incorrect answers 

or misconceptions?
• Were the questions asked during confirmation relevant, concise and 

unambiguous?
• Did the candidate Instructor ask for, or allow, questions from the trainee?

2.11  Fault Anticipation, Detection and Interpretation (6 points available)

 Throughout trainee interaction, the candidate Instructor must closely observe the 
reactions and answers provided by the trainee to ensure anticipation of detection 
of faults. The candidate Instructor must also be able to determine if a fault is due to 
the trainee’s lack of effort, skill or knowledge.

 Care must be taken with unobserved faults, as these can lead to the candidate 
Instructor making inaccurate assumptions. When communicating faults to the 
trainee, the Instructor must be accurate in identification and interpretation.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the Instructor closely observe the actions of the trainee throughout trainee 
practice?

• Were any shortfalls in trainee skill or knowledge, related or unrelated to the 
lesson, anticipated or detected?
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• When faults were anticipated or detected, did the candidate Instructor distinguish 
between a lack of effort and a lack of skill or knowledge?

• Were unobserved faults inaccurately interpreted by the candidate Instructor?
• Were the faults which were communicated to the trainee accurately identified or 

interpreted?
• Did the Instructor identify their own faults and rectify them correctly?

2.12  Remedial Tuition (6 points available)

 Throughout trainee interaction, the candidate Instructor must, at appropriate times, 
correct all shortfalls in the skill or knowledge of the trainee. To determine when to 
correct faults, the candidate Instructor should categorise them as either minor or 
serious.

 Minor faults can be defined as those which can be corrected whilst the lesson is in 
progress, without jeopardising the safety or concentration of the trainee.

 To correct a serious fault, the candidate Instructor usually has to stop the lesson and 
discuss the fault in more detail to ensure the trainee’s behaviour or knowledge has 
been corrected. Fault analysis plays an important role in corrective instruction, as 
no fault can be properly corrected unless the cause has been accurately identified. 

 The methods used to correct faults could be verbal, verbal/visual, use of a training 
aid, or a further demonstration with commentary. The choice of method used should 
be determined by the degree of the fault and its initial cause. In some cases, a 
combination of methods must be used to correct a fault.

 Whilst informing trainees of error(s), the candidate Instructor must not allow a 
disagreement to develop. An essential part of corrective tuition is to encourage 
trainees to reach the correct conclusion themselves.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• Did the Instructor correct the trainee’s faults?
• Was corrective instruction given at appropriate times?
• Did the Instructor correctly analyse the faults to determine their cause?
• Was the method used to correct trainee faults appropriate?
• Did the communication of faults to the trainee lead to any conflict of opinion?
• Was the trainee encouraged to formulate correct conclusions/actions?
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2.13  Final Confi rmation (4 points available)/Lesson Summary (4 Points available)

 At the end of the lesson, the candidate Instructor should counsel the trainee on any 
areas of weakness in performance, giving praise and encouragement as appropriate. 
The summary of the lesson should be a restatement of the lesson title and of the 
key learning points in the lesson. It should follow the same logical sequence as 
the lesson and can be complemented by a question and answer session followed 
by expansion on the trainees’ answers. Whilst this system can be used as a final 
confirmation of trainee knowledge and to evaluate the method of instruction, care 
must be taken to ensure that the time spent on the summary is not too long.

 The examiner will consider the following questions under this heading on the 
marking sheet:

• In counselling the trainee, did the Instructor cover all the areas of weakness in 
performance and give praise and encouragement as appropriate?

• Was an appropriate method used to summarise the lesson?
• Did the summary cover the key teaching points of the lesson and, if so, was the 

summary delivered in a logical sequence?

2.14  Look forward (5 points available)

 This is a very important part of any lesson. Often, only a simple statement is provided, 
giving just the title of the next lesson. This does nothing to motivate the trainee or 
engage interest. Very often the reverse applies, creating apprehension in the mind 
of the trainee. If the Instructor stimulates interest in the next lesson, it can motivate 
the trainee. The trainee can then prepare for the next lesson mentally and perhaps 
research subject matter associated with the new skill or knowledge.

 Prior knowledge of the next subject to be taught increases the speed at which it 
is learned and knowledge is acquired. The examiner will consider the following 
questions under this heading on the marking sheet:

• Was the method used to link the following lesson appropriate?
• Did it motivate the trainee?
• Did the Instructor encourage the trainee to prepare for the next lesson and, if so, 

was sufficient information given as to how this could be done?


